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1.
At its meeting on 14 October, the Council discussed the
passage in the concJ.usions of the June 1988 Hanover European
Council concerning immigration questions. It noted that the
Commission was already in the process of preparing a report on
the state of play on various problems linked to the removal. of
frontier controJ.s as they affect the free movement of. peopJ.e.
That report is now complete and is f.orwarded herewith. A copy
f.or information is also being delivered to Ministers responsible
f.or Immigration f.or their meeting in Athens on 9 December.
2.
As the report makes cJ.ear, the initiatives that have been
taken in various contexts, starting with conclusion of the
Agreement bet\Teen France and Germany at· Saarbriicken in 1984 on
the easing of controJ.s on individuaJ.s at the French-German
internal. r.rontier and foJ.J.owed by the Schengen Agreement between
France, Germany, the Uetherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg, aJ.l
have the same aim: free movement of. persons between the
countries concerned. This aim is one of. the cornerstones of the
singJ.e market to be compJ.eted by 1992.
3.
The soJ.utions envisaged differ according to the nature of
the probJ.ems invoJ.ved: some impJ.y the adoption o.£ new J.ega.l
instruments; others point to closer cooperation between the
Member States. This document ref.J.eots both approach(!S.
4.
In that context, the work or the Immigration Group set up
by Ministers responsible for Immigration at their meeting in
London in October 1986 has proved most useful. It has opened the
way for more detaiJ.ed deJ.iberations between the competent
authorities of the Member S.ta tes and has thus heJ.ped to define
more precisely the measures required in order to attain the
common objective. The beginning of progress has been made here
on a number of complicated issues, suoh as visa policy and the
right of. asylum.
5.
There is , however, a need for aooelera tion and a new
political impuJ.se which onJ.y the Council. can provide. Such an
impulse is needed for two main reasons:

(v.)

the Council has tho responsibility for ensuring that the
"rishes of. the I!eads of Sta. te and Government are carried
out. It OD.nD.ot allmr vi tal '1;70rk in other fora. to rm1 into
the ground through lack of agree.n:1ont· in those for;:>. £!J)ont
vhi:'.t the real objective is;

(b)

there is a need to pull together the nork baing done in tlle
various fora. identified in this na;per to ensure tlw. t -:::hm: c
is n coherent approach ·to the yory similar problems w-hic::.~.
arise in each area. The Commission hopes that the
presenta. tion · of this coln!!lunica tion v7ill encourage the
Council to play this essential role. It· is indispensable
to speed up the work in this field in order to respect the
1992
timetable. Ue
are
concerned
here
"71th
the
implomonta t·ion of one of the fundamental goals of' the
Single European Act, i.e. the £reo novement of persons by
abolishing controls at intra-Community frontiers. This is
reinforced by tho de clara. tion of the Europenn Councl:L a. t
Hanover in June that "The European Council underline::: the
importance of. removal of. obstacles to the free movement; of
persons" . Above nnd beyond the respective powers of the
various bodies. the overnll peLt tical responsbili ty for
e ttainment of' the internn.l t:w.rl:et falls to the Council
It
is therefore for the Council to carry out this ta.sk.
h

6.
To that· end. the Commission t;Jould ask the Council to
display the political will to attain the 1992 obj~otive by
working, vi th the Commission r both to adopt the met'.sures :required
where Community legislation is necessary, and also to ensure the
setting in hand of' the essential cooperation betYeon the l!omber
S.tates. and between the latter a.nd tho Commission. This would be
in line with the conclusions of the Rhodes European Council of 23 December 1988. which invited l!ember States to. designate a
single person to be responsible f.or the necessary coordination.
7.
Finally. the Comm.i.ssion would make this comment. Anyone
with inti.mate knowledge of these matters knm1s that the present
frontier controls are i.neffective. ~1ha.t we are looking for are
more effeotive controls. and in these days of shortages of'
manpower ressources above all o£ more cost-effective controls.
The abolition of. the internal frontiers o£fers us the opporutnity
t·o doing just tha. t.

QQMMISSION REPORT
on the abolition of controls of
persons at intra-Community borders

I. INTRODUCTION
1.
The White Paper on the completion of the Internal
Market 1) set out a number of key areas in which action
needed to he taken in order to achieve the goal of the free
movement of people within the Community. With little more
than four years to go before the end of 1992, this is a good
moment to review the measures required, and to report on the
progress achieved so far as well as on the work still to be
done.
2.
This report concentrates on the problems linked to the
removal of physical controls. It does not deal with other
aspects of the White Paper programme, such as the right of
residence, that are concerned with the creation of a
"People's Europe".

For several years now, because of the complex nature of
the issues involved, the many and varied aspects of the
problems involved have been discussed in a number of
different fora (the Schengen Group, the Trevi Group, the
Immigration Group,
Political Cooperation meetings,
the
Council of the Ministers and the Council of Europe). This
review of the work being done in these somewhat disconnected
bodies is intended both to clarify the rather confused
picture and to refocus the strategy so as to keep the
overall programme, and each individual part of it, on
target.
3.

1)
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THE BASIC TEXTS

4. The Commission's June 1985 White Paper on the completion
o:f the Internal Harket set out a programme :for the removal
o:f internal :frontier controls between Member States by 1992.
It identified (para. 24 and 25) a number o:f key areas vhich
could have a direct bearing on the highly sensitive question
o:f controls on individuals crossing :frontiers and suggested
that action vas needed along the :following lines:
( 1)

as a :first step towards the eventual elimination of
:frontier controls on people, the easing o:f controls and
:formalities at intra-Community :frontiers (see "border
controls" directive below);

(2)

the approximation of :firearms legislation;

(3)

the approximation o:f drugs legislation;

(4)

the coordination of rules on the grant of asylum and
refugee status;

(5)

the coordination o:f visa policies;

(6)

the coordination o:f rules on extradition.

(7)

the coordination o:f rules on the status o:f third
countries nationals.

5.
Article 8A of the EEC Treaty, which was introduced into
the Treaty o:f Rome by Article 13 of the Single European
Act2), vhich came into :force on 1st July 1987, defines
the internal market as "an area without internal :frontiers
in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and
capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of
this Treaty". It says that this is to be achieved
"progressively
in a period expiring on 31 December
1992".

2)
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6. A political declaration was made by the Governments of
the Member States at the time of the adoption of the Single
European Act in the following terms : "In order to promote
the free movement of persons, the Member States shall
cooperate, without prejudice to the powers of the Community.
in particular as regards the entry. movement and residence
of nationals of third countries. They shall also cooperate
in the combating of terrorism. crime. the traffic in drugs
and illicit trading in works of art and antiques." Clearly.
these declarations cannot detract from the clear terms of
the Single Act itself. Thet can only at best supplement
them.
7.
In addition. a general declaration was made on the
subject of articles 13 to 19 of the Single European Act to
the effect that: "Nothing in these provisions shall affect
the right of Member States to take such measures as they
consider
necessary
for
the
purpose
of
controlling
immigration from third countries. and to combat terorism.
crime. the traffic in drugs and illicit trading in works of
art and antiques".

8.
Article 8A, paragraph 1 of the EEC Treaty (introduced
by the Single European Act) also gives the Community the
powers to carry out the objectives set out in paragraph 2.
by stipulating that :

"The Community shall adopt measures with the aim of
progressively establishing the Internal Market over a
period expiring on 31 December 1992, in accordance with the
provisions of this Article and of Articles 8B. 8C, 28,
57(2),
59,
70(1), 84, 99, lOOA and lOOB and without
prejudice to the other provisions of this Treaty."
9.
These texts make clear tha. t. in order to achieve the
stated objective of completing the internal market as
defined, decisions need to be taken both by the Community
institutions and by the Hember States in accordance with
their respect:L ve povwrs, and that the Member States are
called upon in particular to strengthen their cooperation in
areas connected with internal security. Moreover,
the
Member
States will remain free
to adopt.
in their
territories. any measures compatible with Community law that
they consider necessary to ensure their internal security.
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10.
To take forward work in this vi tal area, the UK
Presidency in October 1986 took a very constructive
initiative by launching a programme of regular meetings of
the ministers responsible for immigration matters in the
various countries, to be prepared by senior officials in a
newly created Immigration Group. The link with the wider
programme for completing the Internal Market was symbolised
by the fact that the Commission was invited to take part in
these meetings and the secretariat is provided by the
Council secretariat.
11.
At the October 1986 meeting in London - followed by
similar meetings in Brussels (28 April 1987), Copenhagen (9
December 1987) and Munich (3 June 1988), Member States
Ministers responsible for immigration issued a declaration
setting themselves the objective of "easing and ultimately
abolishingu frontier formalities between EEC countries.
From the beginning, it was recognised - as indeed
had already been clearly stated in the Commission's own
lThite Paper and in Council discussions of the draft
directive on easing border controls
that there was a
strong link between the removal of controls at internal
frontiers and the strengthening of controls at external
frontiers. These two objectives clearly need to be pursued
simultaneously since only in this way can adequate standards
of security be preserved, while at the same time the best
possible use be made of the human and technical resources
available to the Member States.
12.
In a separate but parallel and very relevant
exercise the five Member States who have signed the Schengen
Agreement (France, Germany and the Benelux countries) have
committed themselves to a process with the aim of abolishing
identity controls of individuals at their common land
borders. The Commission participates in the work of the
Schengen Group which it finds invaluable in formulating its
ideas in the wider Community context and which enables it to
help ensure that Schengen is compatible with Community law
and with the Community's objectives: but in no way would
the Commission wish to slow down progress where progress can
be made.
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THE GENERAL APPROACH

13.
The Single European Act sets an objective which goes
beyond the mere easing of frontier controls. The concept of
an
"area without frontiers"
necessarily implies that
internal frontier controls must also be abolished
as
Immigration Ministers themselves acknowledged at their
October 1986 Meeting in London. Nor is it easy to see how
identity controls at internal frontiers could be abolished
selectively depending on whether the traveller was a
Community citizen or a citizen of a third country, since
nationality can only be established by applying some form of
control. This implies that any such distinction must be made
at the external rather than the internal frontiers.
14.
In order to organise work effectively for the
achievement of the stated objectives,
two preliminary
questions need answering:
the first concerns the extent to which national
policies and legislations need to be harmonized.
Leaving aside the long-term desirability of the
harmonisation of Member States legislation in this
area, the immediate priority should be to define what
actions are indispensable in order to achieve the
abolition of border controls at internal frontiers by
1992. For example, while it could be a long term
objective to reach a common policy on the rules
governing the status and the right of residence of
third countries nationals within the Community, the
Commisison believes that the abolition of frontiers for
all persons can and should be achieved on the basis of
a more limited programme, which could include in
particulv..r u common visa policy. a. common policy on
refugees. and the strengthening of controls at the
external Community borders;
the second question concerns which actions that should
be taken at Cow~unity level and which should be left to
intergovernmental cooperation. The Commission is fully
aware of the deli ca. te nature of an exercise of this
kind, and it considers that attention should be focused
on practical effectiveness rather than on matters of
legal doctrine. Therefore, without prejudging its
interpretation of the Treaty as modified by the Single
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European Act, the Commission proposes that Community
legislation in this field be applied only to those
cases where the legal security and uniformity provided
by Community law constitutes the best instrument to
achieve the desired goal. This would mean therefore
that large scope would be left, at this stage, to
cooperation among Member States notwithstanding the
fact that the Commission should be permitted to
participate, even on an informal basis, in this form of
cooperation with a view to ensuring compliance with the
beforementioned objectives ..
14.
The Commission would not, however, wish to rule out
the possibility of coming forward with additional proposals,
particularly if it becomes clear that intergovernmental
cooperation is not the most efficient or cost-effective
method, or if a consensus were to emerge among Member States
that further harmonization and coordination would be
desirable.

-
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IY. MAIN PRIORITY AREAS

15. This section describes in summary f'orm the progress
achieved so f'a.r by the various bodies dealing with
individual policy areas and sets out the Commission's ideas
f'or taking the work forward. A more detailed account of' the
background and main issues in each area. is given in the
Annex.
i)

Proposed Directive "easing of' border controls"
(Current forum : Internal Market Council)

This proposal, which was in response to the call by the
Heads of State and Governments at Fontainebleau in 1984, was
always
considered by the Commission as being of' a
tra.nsi tional nature. It is regrettable that, despite the
call by the Heads of State and Governments, Member States
have not been able to bring themselves to adopt the draft
directive.
Time having passed and the Directive having been
eviscerated by the Council contrary to the hopes expressed
by the European Council, the Commission doubts the value of'
keeping this draft alive.
ii)

Approximation of legislation on weapons
(Current forum : Internal Market Council)

The Commission proposal has been on the Council table
since July 1987. It is now up to the Council to make the
necessary effort to discuss and adopt the Commission's
proposal as soon a.s possible. The directive would introduce
transnational procedures f'or controlling the authorized
acquisition and possession of £irearms in order to avoid
controls having to be made at intra-community frontiers.
As far as illegal tra££ic in fire-arms is concerned,
this is more a matter for the Member States to discuss
within the Trevi Group.

-
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iii) Drugs
(Current fora
Council ad hoc Group "Toxicomania";
EPC; United Nations; Council of Europe Pompidou Group;
TREVI)
Two United Nations conventions have already brought
about a considerable degree of convergence in the relevant
Member States'national laws.
As a result, the Commission does not envisage, as
things now stand, putting forward proposals for harmonised
legislation in this area as a necessary condition for the
abolition of intra-community frontiers. Efforts need rather
to be directed mainly at action to combat drug trafficking,
by:
tightening up controls at external frontiers, as drugs
seized in the Community have almost always been imported
from outside the EC;
increasing cooperation between the Member States within
the Pompidou Group, the Trevi Group and, as far as customs
is concerned, in the Mutual Assistance Group under the
Naples Convention. It would on the other hand be convenient
if the Member States and, to the extent necessary, the
Community, ratify quickly the future convention on illegal
drug trafficking.
increasing cooperation between
Commission in the framework of
convention, which will be adopted
Conference in Vienna (25 November-20
iv)

Member States and the
the new international
by a Plenipotenttia.ry
December 1988).

Coordination of national rules on the grant
of asylum and refugee status
(Current forum : Immigration Group)

After 1992 immigration controls at the Community's
frontiers will have to serve the interests of all the Member
States. For this reason it will be necessary to have rules
for determining which country should be responsible for
dealing with requests for asylum; and rules will be needed
to cover the movement of asylum seekers and recognized
refugees between Member States.
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The work of the Immigration Group bas contributed
significantly to thinking on this subject·. hoth on the
cooperation aspects(exchange of. statistics and legislation)
and on common criteria f.or determining the responsihili ty of
the Member State competent to deal with a request for
asylum. This work is very closely connected with the
Commission's initiatives on the subject.
The Commission is examining the case for a directive to
regulate these matters. They oan only he solved at
Community level and are closely linked to the general
question of freedom of mo.vement.

v)

Coordination of visa policies
(Current forum :. Immigration Group)

Coordination of national policies on visas is necessary
f.or two reasons:
with the removal of. intra-community frontier
controls. a procedure should also he established for
consultation and cooperation between Member States over the
issuing of visas.
coordinated visa. policies would facilitate the
controls on non-EC nationals when they cross the Community's
external frontiers. As visa. policies themselves reflect the
stance of Member States on issues of f.oreign pol.ioy. the
content of a directive would have to take this into account.
The Commission believes therefore that coordination
should he left to negotiation between national governments
under the appropriate machinery. Key points for negotiation
are a. common list of countries whose nationals are subject
to a visa requirement and conditions for the grant of visas.
In the short term priority should he given to deciding
on the countries for whose nationals compulsory visas will
he required hy all the Member States. S.uch issues.. which
raise security and foreign policy questions. will require
discussion and early solution at political level.

-
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Coordination of rules on extradition
(Current forum : Political cooperation)

Coordination of national rules on extradition is
required to avoid situations where, because of the removal
of internal frontier controls, a person committing a
criminal offence in one Member State is able to take refuge
in another Member State and be safe there from both
prosecution and extradition.
The European Convention on Extradition drawn up by the
Council of Europe and its two Additional Protocols could
provide the answer.
It is important therefore that the Member States that
have not yet done so should ratify the three instruments.
Furthermore, all twelve Member States should coordinate as
far as possible the reservations that need to be entered in
the instruments.
The Judicial Cooperation Group on Criminal Law within
the Political Cooperation machinery could deal with the
latter point and also discuss the possibility of ceasing to
use diplomatic channels for delivering extradition requests
and switching to modern communication methods.

vii) Action against terrorism and international crime
(Current forum : EPC; TREVI)
The removal of internal frontier controls in the
Community should clearly not make it easier for terrorists
or criminals to operate. The present controls are not
effective and we need to find something much better.
The tightening up of controls at external frontiers
(see point ix below) has a crucial part to play in this; but
it will also be essential to step up the international
cooperation launched by the Trevi Group and within EPC to
prevent acts of terrorism and crime and to track down those
responsible.

-
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Improvement of cooperation between criminal justice
authorities (Current forum : Political cooperation)

Agreement
needs
to
be reached by
the Judicial
Cooperation Group on Criminal law, which meets within the
European Political Cooperation framework on the measures
which are essential in the light of the removal of internal
frontier controls.
These mainly concern mutual assistance between criminal
justice authorities, international recognition of criminal
judgements, the transfer of criminal proceedings, and crossfrontier surveillance measures.

ix)

Tightening-up controls at external frontiers
(Current fora : Immigration Group and TREVI)

A tightening-up of controls at the Community's external
borders is universally recognised as being essential
following the removal of those at internal frontiers.
There are a number of reasons for this. Identity
checks nov7 carried out at the frontiers between Member
States will have to be transferred to the Community's
external borders in order to prevent the first entry of
undesirable persons into any part of the Community. The
external frontiers will be the key point of entry controls
at which to run identity checks against drug trafficking,
terrorist activities and organized crime engaged in by nonCommunity or Community nationals.
In this context, consideration will have to be given to
the implications of agreements that some Member States have
entered vTi th thlrd countries such as the Nordic passport
control agreement between Denmark and the Nordic countries.
A package of measures (identity checks, curbs on the
use of forged travel documents and organized illegal
immigrants traffic) is being studied by the Immigration
Group.

-
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As part of this exercise it will be necessary to reach
an agreed definition of what constitutes an external
frontier, especially as far as ports and airports are
concerned.
As regards airports, the Member States' Immigration
Ministers' meeting in Munich on 3 June 1988 agreed, on the
basis of a Commission working paper, to the principle that
for exclusively intra-community routes airports should be
regarded as internal frontiers at which checks on passengers
should be dispensed with, except during a transitional
period while passenger handling facilities were redesigned
to separate intra-community flights from international
flights. On the latter passengers would still be checked
because they would be crossing an external frontier.
As far as ports are concerned, the Immigration Group
has been sent a Commission working paper which proposes that
ferry crossings between Member States and possibly sailings
by pleasure boats in Community waters should be classified
as
"intra-community"
travel
and
controls
should
be
abolished. Other sea crossings would normally be regarded
as part of extra-Community travel and controls will remain.
The work relating to ports and airports needs to
progress rapidly so that the necessary facilities can be
provided in time and investment decisions avoided that run
counter to the 1992 objectives. The possible need for a
directive
on this subject is a
matter for
further
consideration.
The Commission has therefore decided that financial
support
from
the
Community
cannot
be
provided
for
infrastructure projects which would be inconsistent with the
goal of abolishing internal frontier controls.
One essential point needs underlining in the context of
ports, and more particularly airports. Nothing in what the
Commission proposes would in any way ban the use of security
checks (as opposed to identity) checks of the kind currently
conducted on passengers to ensure that they are not carrying
weapons or other dangerous instruments either on themselves
or in their luggage. Such checks take place on domestic
flights as well as on international flights and there is no
suggestion that they should not continue if needed on intraCommunity travel.

-
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ANNE X
1.

The Schengen Agreement

In June 1984 the Council adopted a resolution on the
easing o£ horder-crossj_ng formalities for EC nationals at
internal frontiers atl) and the European Council o£ 25-26
June 1984 in Fontainebleau issued a declarat·ion on the
abolition o£. police and customs formalities in respect for
the movement o£ persons and goods across internal frontiers.
Following the resolution and declaration, Germany and France
signed an agreement at Saarbrucken on 13 July 1984 and
Germany, France and the Benelux countries an agreement at
S.chengen on 14 June 1985 on the gradual removal o£ controls
at their common frontiers.
By 1 January 1990, the countries in the Schengen
Agreement· intend to have abolished all checks on persons
crossing their common land frontiers. For this purpose, the
S.chengen agreement contains short-term measures and provides
£.or further long-term measures in the following fields
drugs , firearms and ammunition, mutual judicia.l assistance.
frontier controls, frontier surveillance, visas, rules on
stays of less than three months by aliens, and the grant of
asylum. The Schengen initiative may help to speed up the
removal of controls throughout the Community~
Thi:::; political \dll, demonstrated by some membors o£
the Cornnuni ty in the Schengen Agrem~ent, is v. uholly
positive development.
The Coi'lnission tru:cs part as l.'.n observer in t;hc
roeet:l.ngs of. tho Schenecn Group uhich it finds invaluable in
fornulatin& :i.t~ ide.:\s in ti.te \7ider Community conte::;:~; <:mel
Hhich cn::-.blcc~ :1_·:~ to hcJ_:p cn::.;u::_·e that the Agreements' arc not
contrv.ry to Cm::x::unity :::-ules and, in particular do not
discrimin!t-t;c :!.1:-:·t;~~ccn n!:·.:tlonv.ls of members of the Agrec1ucnt
and nationals of. the other llember States of the Community.
Also, since the arrangenents made under the Agreement
concern the achievement of the objective of Article 13 o£
the Single Act, they must not, he it through their legal
form or through their content, f.or example by taking account
only of the interests of the countries belonging to the
1)

OJ No C 159, 19.6.1984. p. 1.
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Agreement, make the achievement of that objective more
difficult. By the same token, arrangements can only be
temporary, pending the adoption o£ the Community measures to
achieve the objective of Article 8A of the EEC Treaty.
The current state of play in the various areas of work
under the Schengen Agreement is as follows :
a) Firearms and ammunition
The countries in the Schengen agreement have adopted
a more ambitious approach than the Commission. They plan to
make an intergovernmental agreement to inform one another of
sales of firearms to one another's residents, which would
partly cover the areas dealt with in the Commission's
proposal for a Directive. An international convention would
also partially harmonize the laws of the five countries.
b)

Dru~s

In the f.ield of drugs, the Schengen Group is
- recommending the Benelux countries to ratify the
1971 Convention on Psycho.tropic Substances. and
interested mainly in the criminal justice and
prevention aspect·, several elements of which are still being
studied.
c) Status of non-EC nationals
Under the the Schengen agreement the five countries
are considering introducing a system of free movement of
non-EC nationals lawfully on the terri tory of any one of
them~

d) Grant 9f asylum
As at Community level,
the Schengen Group is
preparing
provisions
on
the
exchange
of
general
information in this field, the exchange of information on
asylum seekers, the determination of the country responsible
for entertaining asylum requests and the effects of that
responsibility, and the movement of asylum seekers in the
other States~
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The S.chengen group does not,. however, have in mind
any coordination o£ practice in the grant o£ asyl.um and
refugee status.
e) Visas
The countries bel.onging Schengen
trying to introduce a common visa policy.

agreement

are

£) Extradition
The £ol.l.owing questions are being discussed under
the Schengen agreement
- the adoption o£. a joint position on extradition
£.or tax offences;
- the possibil.i ty o£ agreeing to extradition for
offences carrying at l.east one year's imprisonment;
- the possibil.i ty o£ establ.ishing direct contact
between the five countries' Foreign and Justice Ministries.
g) Frontier controls and fontier surveillance
Under this heading the Schengen Group is considering
- common de£ini tions o£. common frontiers, external
frontiers, foreigners, etc.;
- rules on the crossing o£ common frontiers and
external frontiers (crossing points, safeguard clauses);
- controls at external frontiers and the detail.ed
arrangements for them.
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2.

Proposal £or a directive "Easing o£ controls at intraCommunity £.ron tiers"

In January 1985 the Commission. responding to a request
from the European Parliament and in line with the FrancoGerman agreement reached at Saarbrucken on 14 July 1984.
sent the Council a proposal £or a Directive on the easing of
controls and formalities applicable to nationals of the
Member States when crossing intra-Community borders.2)
The Commission was aware that controls could not be
completely abolished until the accompanying measures set out
subsequently in the jlliite Paper were introduced but
considered that they could already be eased.
It theref.ore proposed that the system of. spot checks
only be introduced at all internal frontiers in the EC.
regardless of the means of transport used.
During the debate in the European Parliament, the
Commission took up an amendment proposing the abolition of
controls on exit. This obviated the need for a separate
directive on exit controls referred to in the 'llii te Paper.
If adopted, the proposal would have represented a
major step forward as, instead of being the rule, controls
would become the exception and £ree passage the norm.
Around the same time, France, Germany and the
Benelux countries were negotiating the Sohengen agreement.
which was concluded in June 1985. The agreement extended the
relaxations o£ the Saarbriicken agreement to the common land
frontiers o£ all £ive countries.
Meanwhile, in the Council, the Commission's proposal
was heavily watered down by agreement to:
- abandon o£ principle of. "free passage" ;
- exclude all Community airports;
- exclude sea frontiers, which was tantamount to
granting de facto exemption to. the United
Kingdom, Ireland and Greece.

2)

OJ c 47, 19.2.1985,
30.5.1985, p. 5.

p.

5,

amended

by

OJ

c

131.
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Moreover, at the request of two Member States, a
"Resolution on cooperation between control authorities" was
drawn up containing parallel measures required with regard
t'O external frontiers.. The Commission informed the Council
that • although it disappro.ved of the compromise. it would
not oppose its adoption by the Council. hut reserved the
right to repropose the measures contained in its original
proposal which had been excluded from the compromise~
Nevertheless. the Council still could not agree and
as the negotiations proceeded the proposal was watered down
even further by:
exclusion of the German-Danish frontier for
reasons connected with Denmark's membership of the
Nordic Passport Control Agreement·;
- transf.o.rma tion of the proposal into a tra.nsi tional
measure applicable only until 31 December 1990.
demand that the principles embodied in the
Directive should not apply to the f.uture Channel
Tunnel.
On this basis a consensus seemed to he forming within
the Council hut the adoption of the Directive remained t·ied
to adoption of the resolution on ooopera.t·ion between control
authorities. Th.ree key issues were to he addressed in the
resolution:
- the oonolusion of agreements on readmission ;
- the harmonization of international provisions on
the grant· of asylum;
- the rudiments o.f a. common visa. policy.
The outstanding dif£iou1ties concerned not so much
the substance of the agreements required. as the quest·ion
whether they could he carried out· before the Directive oa.me
into force.
The
Council
decided.
in
1987,
to
responsibility for the Resolution to the ad hoc
group of Ministers responsible f.or immigra. tion. Up
no agreement has been reached on the wording
Resolution.

transfer
working
to now.
of the

-
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In vim;r of its limited objective,. the time tlw.1; nL.n
since i t was tabled <:.nd the couside:rl.ilile ~:rn.t~:ri~~r:
d.mm of. this proposnl du:rj rg 1 ts lJC\Ssage throueh the
pa:::~cd

Gcuno~.l. the ti:t\e ~:rill co~.e Phen the Co:c.r~ission may have tt·
consider u.i thd:ra.ving its proposal on the ea.sin~ of controls
at int:rn.-Conmunity borde:rs.
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3.

The approximation of arms legislation

Frontier
controls
on
persons
may
include an
inspection of goods carried by them to ensure that they do
not include weapons. Such controls are carried out because
of
the
legitimate
concern of authorities
to
combat
terrorism, crime and illicit traf.fic in arms. They are
also carried out in order to ensure that the traveller is
complying, as far as the carrying of arms is concerned.
with the relevant national legislation on possession of
weapons.
To abolish controls at internal frontiers and hence
give EC nationals the right to travel freely in the
Community without· formalities or controls, the Member States
must he assured that :
- the degree of protection against
crime will not he reduced;

terrorism and

- the removal of intra-Community frontiers will not
undermine the enf.orcement· of national arms legislation.
This objective is being pursued in two ways :
first,
by
improving
the
effectiveness
of
cooperation between. national police authorities, on which
security in Europe clearly depends; this is the task of. the
Trevi Group (see point 8);
- secondly, the avenue of approximation of Member
S.ta tes' arms legislation is being pursued. The effect of
such approximation should he that each Member State no
longer feels responsible only for security in its own
terri tory hut also, through its legislation applicable in
its territory, for security throughout the Community.
Here too, the removal of internal frontier controls
needs to he accompanied by a tightening up of. controls at
the Community's external frontiers.
In its Internal Market White Paper, the Commission
announced that it would he making proposals to approximate
arms legislation (point 55).

-
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The iden.l -;mule. be a oor.plcte hari'lonizatior.. oi
nn.tioM.l lav on arms. Tim1ever, the Commi~sion f'cl.t 'th..."."t;, tr.
vJ.cu· of tl!C divc~sit? of t~chnical rules on tho Sttbjec·c :\:::v:'!
cY.TJer:tenr;c of the Couuc1.1 of Enropo. a. t:rue harmon.:tzll.tion iL
c:·~i-rcntly l.matt~..i.n.~l.e. All tl•n.t -i.s ueeded to be ahJ.(:- to de
n.•m:I \li. th oontroJ.s n;t inte:r:ce.,J. fronticrr:; is & Gys·te:m "t•rhle~.<
rno.::e:: :t t
possible to l i nil: 1.;og.ather national. :ruleG ;:.~:.~d
p:::-ocedl:trer:.
On 28 July 1987 the Comreit'si.on therefore nc::tt;
c, ::proposo.l l'or a :Uirective art.. the control of the
ncqu.isi tion and possecsion o£ ":te<:).pons. 3)

Counc~.l

This would p:;:-ohibi t the posf.:c~sion or. vea.:pons \-?hen
passing
:fro~
cne
Hcnber
2ta te
to
v.no:ther. Speci::;,l
procedures are laic! dovm for defi.ni ti ve transfei~s of
firearns nnd fo::- the possesnion of fl1·eariJS by trc.,_,.,,llr.;::-n.
Tho :procedures ensure the. t MelilbtS•j: s·ta tes a.re inf.ormed of. 1:h~
imrwrta tion o:r we·!l.:pons j.nto their terri tory a.nd a.llm-: thct::
to make such importation r,~ubjeot to their mm prior oousent..
The procodurc:::; thu~ enn'ble the l~embe:r Sta.tes to a:ppJ.y ti:l•)"i..:t·
m·m t;r:rns leg isle. tion ·to pe:r!wns corning from v.nother 21cr:inc:r.
S.tete.
On 17 Dece:m.ber 1937 the Economic ~...na. So·:.~.i-'..'·.l
Cor.:r:ti ttec gave a :f!l.vourable opinion on the propos.:;.]., !.Jn.t
stressed that the Directive should be eccompa~~d by
addi tlona.l measures strengthening liaison bctwe~!\ EomberS'tates' police forces and security services.
The European Parliament and the Council. have
recently commenced their scrut.iny o:r the proposa.~ for a
Directive but it is still too early to. ge.uge the prospects
f.or its speedy adoption. Tile Council discussions have deal I;
with the scope of. the proposal (whether it should be limited
to individuals or should extend to commcrcie.l opern tio11s ~
and whether it should include knivesr side-arms. etc~) •. with
the question of hc\,rmonizin~ the categories of arms subject
to movement licences. and with the possible relaxation o£
the procedures in the case of huntsmen and sportsmen~

3)

COM (87) 383 final.
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4.

The approximation of drugs legislation

In its Internal Market Wh1 te Paper the Commission
announced that it would be presenting proposals on the
approximation of laws in this field.
After a detailed examination of the question~ it has
become clear that the Member States' laws are already in
fact very similar. largely as a result of. the 1961 UN Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs~ which has been ratified by all
twelve Member States. and the 1971 UN Convention on
Psychotropic Substances. which has been ratified by seven
Member States and whose content - the substances subject to
control - is largely reproduced in the laws of the Twelve.
The differences between the Member States relate to
the policy on enforcement. Some consider that penal ties
should be harmonized or that minimum levels of possession
triggering prosecution should be set. This gives rise to
some constitutional problems (notably independence of the
judiciary) and in any event presupposes a common policy
towards drugs addicts (in the field of. repression and/or
reduction and rehabilit·ation) which does not· exist at
present.
The conclusion is that besides the need f.or a common
approach to enforcement. the removal of controls at internal
f.rontiers \7ill have to be accompanied by a considerable
t·ightening up of controls at external frontiers (almost all
narcotic drugs are imported at one time or another in the
production and distribution chain). Also. closer cooperation
between Member States' police authorities and customs
services is essential. This is already coordinated within
the Pompidou Group (Council of Europe). the Trevi Group and.
with regard to customs~ under the mutual assistance
provisions.
Finally. the Community is participating together
with the twelve Member States in the preparation of a draft
Convention against illicit traffic in narcotics. It would
be convenient if the Member States and to the extent
necessary
the
Community were
to
ratify
the
future
convention.

-
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Coordination of the rules on the grant
of asylum and re£.ugee status

Common rules are needed f.or three reasons:
the a.boli tion of frontier controls \Till :mean that
people of any nationality will he able to move
a.bout the Community f.reely.
As controls at· the Community's external £rontiers
\Till have to serve the whole Community,. i t is
necessa.ry to have clear rules for determining
whioh Member State is responsible for exa.mining
an asylum request.
the sharp increase in the number of. ucylunseel:ers :i.n recent years has shown tha. t isola t<.:.'Cl.
uncoordinated policies canno.t control the j_nfJ.uz
of asylum-seekers in a manner consistent wi.th the
international conventions to which the llerJber
States are parties.
For these reasons the Commission announced .in :1. tr::
Internal Market \~te Paper that it would table a proposal
f.or a Directive in 1988 f.or adoption in 1990 ~
The Council of Europe and the countries of the
S.chengen Agreement have also turned their attention to the
problem, without as yet producing any legal instrument.
The matter has also been taken up by the governments
of the Twelve. At a meeting of Ministers responsible for
immigration held in London on 20 October 1986, a working
party was set up to look into ways of developing a common
policy to. end abuses of the asylum process. On 28 April 1987
the Ministers, :meeting in Brussels, agreed on a series o:f
measures to assign greater responsihili ty to air carriers
bringing in asylum-seekers,. to curb the activities of
oper~.tors organizing traffic in refugees, and to coordinatE.~
the processing of. asylum requests.
At their meetings in Copenhagen on 9 December 1987
and llunich on 3 June 1988, the Ministers took a first st0p
towards agreement on rules for determining responsibili. ty
f.or examining an asylum request : The basic rule ua.s agrec:d
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that responsibility should lie with the Member S.ta te that
had first issued a residence permit or a visa to the
applicant·. It was also decided that. where the asylum seeker
had close family members (spouse, parents or dependent
children), responsibility for examining asylum requests for
all
the family
should lie with that
same country.
Discussions are to continue on other points.
The Immigration working group has concentrated on
the most acute problems. Its contribution has been valuable
(for example, w$h regard to exchanges of information and
the rules for determining the Member St·ate responsible for
examining an asylum request) in that it is to some ext·ent
filling a gap in an area where the Community has no
experience. But although a policital agreement may be near
on rules for determining responsibility,
there is no
agreement on the legal f.orm such rules should take. Also.
an answer to this probem is not sufficient to. rcsolvc all
the problems raised by the abolit;ion of controls at internal
Community frontiers, and the discussions have shown that
once they go beyond questions of principle to actual
opera. ting procedures, agreement becomes difficult·.
The directive announced by the Commission theref.ore
remains necessary both in principle and in practice. The
directive needs to deal with the following issues:
determination of the Member State responsible for
ezaminin~
an asylum requests
responsibility
would lie ¥7i th the Hember Sta. te which had first
shovm its consent to the asylum seeker enter in~
its territory (by the issue of. a residence permit
or visa) or through vlhich he first entered the
Conmmni ty unJ.ess there are e~istin~ fruniJ.ies or
cul turaJ. ties 'I.Tith a.nother country;
truvel

by

the

asylurn

seekers

to

other

llember

Stc:;i;cs uhile their asylum requests are pendlng:

this 'l.rould be subject to. authorisation by the
country of. depv.rture and destination and visits
could not be used to transfer responsibility for
considering the asylum request to the second
country;
coordina. tion of the practice o.f granting asylum :
an Advisory Committee for Asylum Questions would
be set up to give general advice in order to
bring abou·t; a. gradual convergence of national
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practice;
the
removal
of
aliens
ref.used
asylum
or
permission to stay on other basis no.t only f.rom
the Member States taking the decision hut f.rom
the whole Community;
travel hy recognized refugees:
the Council of. Europe's European
Aholi t·ion of Visas f.or Refugees
hy Greece and its .reintroduction
has suspended its application).

ra t·ifica tion of
Ag.reement on the
of 20 April 1959
hy France (which
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6.

·.

Coordination of visa policies

A common policy on visas. or at· least coordinat·ion
of Member States• policies, is necessary for two reasons :
1) because
frontier controls;

of

the

removal

of.

intra-Community

2) because as a corollary to the removal of internal
frontier controls, controls at external frontiers will have
· t·o be aligned so that· they serve all the twelve Member
S.tates.
The Internal Market White Paper therefore announced
that in 1988 the Commission would present· a proposal on visa
policies for adoption by the Council in 1990 ..
The
'iTorking
Party
set
up
by
the
Ministers
responsible f.or immigration at their meeting on 20 October
1986 was also instructed to look at· the question of
harmonizing visa policies.
It began by holding general discussions of the
subject, which were ·inconclusive, and then turned its
attention to the question of. agreeing lists of third
countries whose nationals were, or were not, to be subject
to a visa requirement and to identifying the other issues
that needed to be addressed.
At their meeting in Copenhagen on 9 December the
Ministers agreed on the f.o11m7ing:
1) v. list o.f countries \7hose nationals "iJere to
require visas for any of. the t\-TClve Hember States froiC~ 1
Janua.ry 198C; this list merely maintains the status quo;
2) the need -to consider drD.uing up D., "positive" list~
of' coun-:.rics !:or \>'hi.Ch nonA o:r the T\rel.ve \TOuld in fut;ure
require vise..::;; thi.s includes the EFTA countries end the very
small independent states in Europe;
3) that the \Torl:.ing Party should nm7 concentrate on
ha.rmoni:;o;ati.on of the conditions for the grant of. visas, as
there is no li. ttlc point in harmonizing the list of third
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countries subject· to a. visa. requirement i f the Member States
have diff.erent approaches to the granting of visas;
4) not· to change without prior consul ta. tion their
policy on points which have already been agreed a.t Community
level, except in a.n emergency.
5) the Ministers of the Interior agreed in Munich
to add seven countTies to the list ref.erred to under point
1) above.
The l7orking
f.ollowing remarks:

Party's

delibera. tions

prompt

the

1) The drawing-up of lists of countries that· are or
are not to be subject to a. visa. requirement and the
conditions gove·rning the granting of visas are essentially a.
f.oreign policy matter. It might be advisable to involve the
European Political Cooperation .machinery in this work at a.
later stage in view of its responsibilities in the foreign
policy area..
2) The f.ollowing objectives could be adopted~ taking
the system already operating in the Benelux a.s a. model:
Member States would draw up before the end of
1992 an exhaustive list of third countries whose
nationals
are
to
be
subject
to.
a.
visa.
requirement.
The
list
would
be
reviewed
periodically and a.t· the request of any country
faced with specific problems;
a. visa. issued by a. Member State would normally be
valid throughout the Community for six months for
a. stay of not more than three months. Visas would
thus only be available for short stays, e.g. as a.
tourist;
·
Member States would establish before the end of
1992 a. procedure for informing one another about
visa. a.pplica.tions received to enable o.ther Member
State to oppose either the validity of the visa.
in its terri tory, this being indica ted on the
visa., either the issue of the visa..
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Member States would establish among themselves a
procedure
for
informing
one
another
about
decisions taken on visa. applica. t·ions so as to
prevent simultaneous applications being made in
several Member States;
visa applications that are
resuhmi tted af.ter six moriths.

rejected

might

he

In view of the above, it does not appear necessary
for the Commission to make a proposal for a. directive to
coordinate Member States' visa policy, and in particular the
list of countries subject to a visa requirement and the
conditions for granting visas. The Member States, h0'\7ever,
will have
to
coordinate their policies
through the
appropriate channels, namely the meetings of Immigration
ministers or the European Political Cooperation framework.
In addition, it should he remembered that the Commission has
set up, by its Decision 88/384 of. 8 June 1988. a prior
communi ca. tion and consultation procedure on migra. t·ion
policies in relation to non-member countries. the objectives
of which are, inter alia, to facilitate the mutual exchange
o£ information and the identification of problems of common
interest and, in relation to those problems, to facilitate
the adoption of a common policy by the Member States
particularly as regards interna tiona.l instruments relating
to migration, and to examine the possihili ty of. measures,
which might he taken by the Community or Member Sta. t·es.
aimed a. t achieving progress towards the harmonization of
national legislation on f.oreigners .
If the Commission found that the intergovermental
talks were failing to make headway, it would always he able
to review its current position to avoid any slippage in the
timetable for 1992.

.~
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Coordina t·ion of ru1es on extra.d.i tion

With the prospect of the remova1 of interna1
frontiers by 1992. it is necessary to co.ordina te the ru1es
on extra.d.i tion to avoid situations Yhere the absence of
frontier contro1s a11ows a person who ha.s commi t·ed a crime
in one Member State to take refuge in a.no.ther Member State
where he wou1d no.t face tria1 and he saf.e from extra.d.i tion.
The Interna.1 Market White Paper announced tha. t a
proposa1 for a. Commission directive wi11 he transmitted to
the Counci1 in 1989 for adoption in 1991.
A European Convention on Extradition was conc1uded
in the Council of Europe in Paris on 13 December 1957. It
has
been
supp1emented
by
two
Additiona.1
Protoco1s
(Strashourg - 15 October 1975. and Strashourg - 17 March
1978).
The
position with
regard
to
signature
and
ratification by the Member States of the EEC is as fo11ows
- Convention
. Ratified

. Signed
. Not signed :
- Protoco1 No I
Ratified
Signed
not signed

- Protocol No II
Ratified
·Signed
Not signed

Denmark, Germany. Greece.
Spain. France. Ireland
Ita1y. Luxembourg.
Nether1ands.
Be1gium. Po.rtuga1.
United Kingdom.
Denmark. Spainr Netherlands.
Greecer Luxembourg. Portuga1.
Be1gium, Germany. France,
Ire1and. It·a1yr
United Kingdom.
Denmark. Spainr Ita.1y.
Nether1ands
Germany. Greece, Po.rtuga.1.
Be1gium, France, Ire1and,
Luxembourg. United Kingdom.

-
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Content of the Convention and of the two Additional
Erotocols
Extraditable offences are those carrying in the
requested country and the requesting country a maximum
penalty of at least one year's imprisonment, provided that
i f sentence has already been passed the actual penalty
imposed was at least four months.
Any Contracting Party may exclude certain offences
covered by the preceding paragraph from the application of
the Convention.
Extradition is not granted :
i)

if the requested country considers the of£ence to. be
political (or an offence based on considerations of
religion, race or nationality) ; the following are
not regarded as political :
the taking or attempted taking of the life of a
Head of State or a member of his family;
crimes against humanity;
certain
serious
violations
of
the
Geneva
Conventions on the law of war;

ii)

f.or mili t·ary off.ences.

Extradition will be granted for fiscal of£ences only
if the facts consti. tute an off.enoe of. the same nature .in
both the requesting and requested countries.
Any country may refuse to extradite its own
nationals but , if the requesting oountry so requests, it
must allow legal proceedings to be brought in its territory.
There follow specific pro.visions concerning :
the place of commission of the offence,
pending proceedings in the requested country in
respect of the same o.ffence,
ne his in idem : on 25 May 1987 the Member States
of the EC concluded an agreement on this subject
within the o.f European Political Cooper a t·ion
framework,.
the ef£eots of. lapse of time,
judgments in absentia, ..
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capital punishment
the requested country may
refuse extradition unless the re~1esting count~y
gi vcs it an assurance that • if it exists • the
death penalty will not· be carried out,
procedure:
. the request and. supporting documents
. supplementary information
. "speciality" of the extradition
. provisional arrest
. oonf2icting requests
. surrender of. the person to bo extra.di ted
. postponed or conditional surrender
. handing-over of property, and
. transit~
The Contracting Parties- inay nake
respect o£ any provision.

reserva. tj_ona

in

The Convention supersedes any hila teral agreements
betveen Contracting Parties. The latter m.::-y conclude h:::rLwe!!n
thenselves only agreement::; supplementing or £a.cil.itetin2' thr::
application of the Convention. "There the relations hct~wnn
two Contracting Parties are governed by a uni£orn lavr, tnis
may prevail over the Convention.
For · a
number of. years,
a Working Party on.
Coopern tion in Criminal Justice \1i thin
the Europea.n
Political Cooperation framework has been considering this
issue from two angles :
a)
Harmonizat·ion
(and
\Tithdrawa.l)
of
the
reservations made by the t\1elve l!eBher States in respect of
the Convention.
b) Simplification of extradition procedures : early
in 1987, the Belgian Presidency presented a draft agreement
to simplify and modernize the methods of transmitting
extradition requests between the EC l!ember States. namely
that they nhould no longer ha.vo to go through diplome;tic
channels but· could be sent by :reodern telecommunications
methods such a.s :faosimlle, if necessary in code.
At their meeting on 25 :Ua.y 1987 ~ the Ministers
responsible for i:r:unigra tion po21cy agreed on the follouing
text :
"d) Simplification and modernization
forvmrding requests for extra.di tion.

of

mev.ns

of
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Considering it necessary to eliminate as far as
possible the risk of failure to meet absolut·e deadlines for
the communication of extradition documents,
which is
sufficient grounds in itself.for extradition to be refused.
the Ministers examined the scope for simplifying and
modernizing extradition procedures.
They took note of.a draft agreement on the subject
drawn up on the initiative of the Belgian Presidency, which
will be studied in detail under the Danish Presidency."
The work under way through the EPC machinery needs
to be stepped up to. ensure that the Council of Europe
Convention and its Additional Protocols enter fully into
f.orce between the Twelve before 1991 ~ A directive seems not
necessary t·o attain the objective of abolishing controls a.t
internal frontiers. However, the Commission may reconsider
its position if significant progress is not made within the
EPC framework.

-
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Action against terrorism and international crime
'

The free movement afforded by the removal of
frontier contTols must not be allowed to result in an
increase in acts of. terrorism or serious crime. The
increased incidence of terrorism and crime (such as drug
tTafficking and. violence at sporting event·s) in recent
years has shown that the European "mobility area" must· also
be a security area
II

II ••

The Twelve have stepped up the oollaborat·ion between
their
authorities
in
this
field.
This
confidential
cooperation takes place mainly within technical working
parties and is regularly on the agenda of ministerial
meeting within the Trevi Group.
In view of the international nature of terrorism and
serious crime, contact has been established by the Troika of
the Trevi Group with the authorities of non-EC countries
(see part 10 below).
In addition, a working party set up within the
European Political Cooperation framework is endeavouring to
coordinate collaboration against international terrorism.
The ability to combine security and mobility in
Europe is one of the main tests of the f.easibili ty of
abolishing frontiers controls. The aim is to. avoid creating
new security problems, by replacing traditional frontier
controls with new and more effective means o£ collaborat·ion
to prevent and combat international crime and terrorism. The
removal of. internal frontier controls therefore needs to be
coupled with ef£orts to make the new area of mobility into
an area o.f security as well.
The Twelve must therefore actively pursue their work
in the Trevi Group with a view to the removal of internal
Community frontiers by 31 December 1992.

-
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Improved cooper a t·ion in criminal justice

In context of the ·working party of the ministers
responsible for immigration. the German Presidency submitted
to delegations a document4) which stresses the need to
extend and facilitate international judicial cooperation in
the fie~d of,crimina~ affairs by:
ratifying
without
reservation
the
European
Convention on Mutua~ Assistance in Criminal Matters of 20
Apri~ 1959;
Convention
simp~ifying

ratifying
without
reservation
the
European
on
Extradition
of
13
December
1957
and
procedures (see point· 7. above);

ratifying
the
European
Convention
on
the
International Validity of. Criminal Judgments of 28 May 1970;
- dra\dng up a
criminal proceedings;

new convention on the transfer of

- drawing up rules on the cross-border surveillance
of persons.
The solution of. these various· questions is not a
prerequisite for removing interna~ Community frontiers. but
it cannot be denied that improved cooperation in criminal
justice would make it possible to introduce measures to fill
any gaps that might arise in the criminal justice field as a
resu~ t o:f. the removal of interna.~ frontier controls.
The proposals made in the German Presidency's note
have been. or are being. discussed by the EPC' s working
party on Crimina~ Judicia~ Cooperation.
The Commission wi~~ urge the working party to
discuss the proposa~s o:f the German Presidency as a matter
of priority at the next few meetings~

4)

Document SN/553/88 (WGi 227).
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10.

Tightening up o£ controls at external frontiers

The tight·ening up of controls at external frontiers.
which is an essential corollary of. the removal of intraCommunity frontiers, is one of the subjeots of. work by
Ministers responsible for immigration. The main issues are:
identity checks at 1and frontiers
the delicate question of what controls should be
carried out at external air and sea frontiers
(particu1ar1y the def.i.nition o£ such frontiers);
the surveillance of land and sea frontiers
places where there are no frontier posts;

in

action to curb the use of forged documents.
Some measures ref.erred to. in the preceding points of
this communication will also contribute to this objective.
such
as
customs
cooperation
(prevention
ofrug
trafficking)~ collaboration in the issue of visas. and the
activities of the Trevi Group.
At the present time. it does not appear necessary to
propose a directive dealing specifi.ca11y with these matters,
but the Commission might reconsider i. ts position in the
light
of
progress
of
the
intergovernmenta1
ta1ks,
particulary as regards cri. teria £.or determining whether or
not a port or airport is an intra-Community front·ier
requiring all checks on persons to be abolished.
It is important that rapid progress be made on this
latter point to avoid decisions being taken in the coming
months to undertake investment that would be contrary to the
objective. and to ensure that the necessary infrastructure
is ready in time.

